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Why are we fat?

Lack of sports, age, genetics?All this matters.But the main reason is a nutritional violation and food
quality.Talk today about the mode.

Ideally, a person should feel a sense of hunger and regularly eat according to him.There are
high-quality products.But this is not always the case.After all, we often have no time to eat
normally!As a consequence, the metabolism is violated.

Surely you know people.They are called "Elevative".Who get straightened from one smell of
potatoes fr.Feed on a green apple with yogurt and still gain weight.And there are people who eat, all
that will want.They can afford even burgers with cakes and do not get fat.The metabolism of such
people works like a clock.Want also?

To do this, it is necessary to observe the regime in nutrition. Our metabolism depends on the work of
hormones. Which in turn directly depends on the supply and lifestyle. If we skip meals or replace it
with coffee, hormone hungry Ghrelin is actively beginning to be produced in the walls of the
stomach. When it accumulates too much, the brain comes to the Berera test. The body includes
energy saving mode. The body thinks that there is heavy times and begins to economically spend
glucose and fat. We have no vitality from this. And the energy is enough only to try to the sofa with
the TV.

Today we did not have breakfast, yesterday they missed lunch or endured hunger, adding a report
at work.In the evening they snapped the curd instead of dinner ...

So, we expect our body in vital nutrients that need it on a permanent basis, like oxygen.Meanwhile,
the components of hormone hungry accumulate in the body and at some point there is an
explosion!A brutal appetite wakes up and we throw it on food.And not on broccoli with chicken
breast.And I want exactly calorie fat or sweet food.There is not enough ordinary portion and need to
eat something else: sandwich, chocolate, and the other.

Interestingly, hormone derivatives hungry leave the body after 48 hours of regular meals.Then the
feed spending process is launched instead of their stock.

This means that after two days of regular nutritional nutrition, you can see the minus on the
scales.And the strength and energy will be returned.

That is why it is so important to build a power mode.There are every 2-3 hours.To establish the work
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of metabolism and regulate the production of hormone hormone.

Advice.

Breakfast within an hour after awakening.Woke up - drink a glass of water.After 20-30 minutes there
should be a first meal.The right breakfast launches metabolism.

Next, after 2-3 hours lunch.Even if you do not feel hunger.After three hours, the next meal and so
on.Dinner should be 2-4 hours before sleep.This means that you can safely dine at 9 pm, if you go
around at 23:00.

If you just recently got up onto the path of slim and want to establish the work of metabolism, lose
weight and get rid of an excessive grease layer, the first thing to do is to start regularly feed your
body. Why do we become fat?

Lack of sports, age, genetics?All this matters.But the main reason is a nutritional violation and food
quality.Talk today about the mode.

Ideally, a person should feel a sense of hunger and regularly eat according to him.There are
high-quality products.But this is not always the case.After all, we often have no time to eat
normally!As a consequence, the metabolism is violated.

Surely you know people.They are called "Elevative".Who get straightened from one smell of
potatoes fr.Feed on a green apple with yogurt and still gain weight.And there are people who eat, all
that will want.They can afford even burgers with cakes and do not get fat.The metabolism of such
people works like a clock.Want also?

To do this, it is necessary to observe the regime in nutrition. Our metabolism depends on the work of
hormones. Which in turn directly depends on the supply and lifestyle. If we skip meals or replace it
with coffee, hormone hungry Ghrelin is actively beginning to be produced in the walls of the
stomach. When it accumulates too much, the brain comes to the Berera test. The body includes
energy saving mode. The body thinks that there is heavy times and begins to economically spend
glucose and fat. We have no vitality from this. And the energy is enough only to try to the sofa with
the TV.

Today we did not have breakfast, yesterday they missed lunch or endured hunger, adding a report
at work.In the evening they snapped the curd instead of dinner ...

So, we expect our body in vital nutrients that need it on a permanent basis, like oxygen.Meanwhile,
the components of hormone hungry accumulate in the body and at some point there is an
explosion!A brutal appetite wakes up and we throw it on food.And not on broccoli with chicken
breast.And I want exactly calorie fat or sweet food.There is not enough ordinary portion and need to
eat something else: sandwich, chocolate, and the other.



Interestingly, hormone derivatives hungry leave the body after 48 hours of regular meals.Then the
feed spending process is launched instead of their stock.

This means that after two days of regular nutritional nutrition, you can see the minus on the
scales.And the strength and energy will be returned.

That is why it is so important to build a power mode.There are every 2-3 hours.To establish the work
of metabolism and regulate the production of hormone hormone.

Advice.

Breakfast within an hour after awakening.Woke up - drink a glass of water.After 20-30 minutes there
should be a first meal.The right breakfast launches metabolism.

Next, after 2-3 hours lunch.Even if you do not feel hunger.After three hours, the next meal and so
on.Dinner should be 2-4 hours before sleep.This means that you can safely dine at 9 pm, if you go
around at 23:00.

If you just recently got up on the path of harmony and want to establish the work of metabolism, lose
weight and get rid of an excessive fat layer, the first thing to do is to start regularly feed your body.


